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SIZE GUIDE 
Tips on how to install your rug 

At Ethnicraft, we don’t believe in styling rules. A personal space is curated 
with pieces you love and make you feel good. But we can give you a few 
tips on how to find the best layout and decide on your rug placement.  

 
Why choosing for a rug?  

Ethnicraft’s Kilim rugs made of 100% sheep wool yarn will bring warmth 
and help define the space. Rugs also offer additional acoustic isolation.  

 
What size should I consider?  

In each room, your rug should meet specific needs. We recommend 
taking into consideration the size of your space and the main pieces of 

furniture, such as your sofa, your table or your bed.
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LIVING ROOM
Large rugs are usually preferred in 
a living room. It will clearly define 
the lounging area and enhance your 
sofa such as Ethnicraft’s modular 
N701, or the sculptural Ellipse sofa.  
 
Our tip: To create a visual sense 
of proportion and connect the 
furniture together, we recommend 
that the rug extends at least to the 
front legs of your sofa and chairs. 
You can also choose to place your 
rug at the centre and leave an even 
space between your rug and the 
pieces of furniture.  

N701 SOFA ROUND CORNER 

120 × 120 cm

47” × 47”

N701 SOFA 2 SEATER

140 × 91 cm

55” × 36”

N701 SOFA 1 SEATER

80 × 91 cm

32” × 36”

N701 SOFA 3 SEATER 

210 × 91 cm

83” × 36”

MIKADO OVAL COFFEE TABLE 

143 × 67 cm  

56” × 26”

RISE SIDE TABLE 

50 × 30 cm  

20” × 12”

GEOMETRIC SIDE TABLE

51 × 51 cm

20” × 20”

NESTING COFFEE TABLE SET 

61 × 61 cm - 24” × 24”

92 × 92 cm - 36” × 36”

170 x 240 cm
5’7” x 7’11”

200 x 300 cm 
6’7” x 9’10”

250 x 350 cm
8’3” x 11’6”
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BEDROOM
A rug is the perfect piece to create a 
sense of intimacy and comfort in your 
bedroom. Imagine the soft touch of 
wool under your feet when waking up 
in the morning... You can also combine 
your rug with a bench to underline the 
end of the bed and leave your clothes 
in the evening. 

Our tip: Place your rug at the end of 
the bed for a more intimate feel. For 
the best visual effect, make sure there 
is enough rug extension on each side 
of the bed.  

SPINDLE BED

mattress size: EU queen size  

170 × 210 cm - 67” × 83” 

mattress size: EU king size  

190 × 210 cm - 75” × 83” 

  

mattress size: US queen size 

163 × 213 cm - 64” × 84” 

mattress size: US king size 

203 × 213 cm - 80” × 84”

SPINDLE BENCH

150 × 35 cm  

59” × 14”

N701 SOFA 1 SEATER

80 × 91 cm

32” × 36”

SPINDLE BEDSIDE TABLE 

55 × 35 cm

22” × 14”

170 x 240 cm
5'7" x 7'11"

200 x 300 cm 
6'7" x 9’10”

250 x 350 cm
8'3" x 11'6"

queen size 

king size king size

king size
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DINING ROOM & KITCHEN
A dining room is a convivial space 
to bring friends and family together. 
A rug under the dining table will 
accentuate the sense of togetherness 
and visually define the dining area.  
 
Our tip: When you host lively dinners 
or have loud guests, a rug under the 
dining table is a great way to improve 
the acoustic. To make sure you can 
easily manoeuvre the chairs; the rug 
should be slightly larger (one meter  
or 3,2 feet) than the dining table  
on each side. 

PEBBLE DINING CHAIR

44 × 54 cm

17” × 21”

DC DINING CHAIR 

43 × 48 cm

17” × 19”

BOK DINING CHAIR 

50 × 54 cm  

20” × 21”

BOK DINING TABLE 

A 140 x 80 cm

 55” × 31”  

B 180 × 90 cm 

 71" × 35" 

C 220 × 95 cm 

 87” × 37”

TORSION DINING TABLE 

127 × 127 cm

50” × 50”

OSSO STOOL

50 × 33 cm

20” × 13”

A

B

C

170 x 240 cm
5'7" x 7'11"

200 x 300 cm 
6'7" x 9’10”

250 x 350 cm
8'3" x 11'6"
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WORK SPACES
In an office space, whether it is 
your home office, an open space or 
a meeting room, a rug will bring a 
delicate sense of comfort and calm 
to favour focus.  

Our tip: Meeting rooms can benefit 
from the acoustic properties of a 
rug. In a co-work or open space,  
the rug will visually frame areas in  
a subtle way.  

250 x 350 cm
99” x 138“

BOK TABLE 

A 160 × 80 cm

 63” × 31”

170 x 240 cm
67” x 95”

A

200 x 300 cm 
79” x 118”

B

BILLY BOX  

50 × 56 cm

20” × 22”

RBM NOOR OFFICE CHAIR  

67 × 67 cm

26” × 26”

BOK ADJUSTABLE DESK 

B 140 × 70 cm

 55” × 28”

N701 SOFA 1 SEATER

80 × 91 cm

32” × 36”

STUDIO RACK 

120 × 40 cm

47” × 16”

DC CHAIR 

43 × 48 cm

17” × 19”

MIKADO MEETING TABLE 

267 × 138 cm

105” × 54”

OSCAR DESK WITH DRAWERS 

200 × 90 cm

79” × 35”


